General Information—What’s New

New Products
Spider listens to what customers want.
In an effort to meet your needs, we are continually
developing new products and improved features
based on your input.

For our newest, most innovative
product offerings, visit
www.spiderstaging.com
and click on the New Products icon.

Elevator Solutions
Did you know Spider is a global leader in elevator
installation access tools and accessories, leveraging 70
years of product innovation, productivity and safety based
on VOC from field-level users? Spider offers differentiated
rental of solutions through its unmatched branch network
throughout the Americas, including:

UpPro Traction Hoists
Spider’s newest traction hoist family,
UpPro, maximizes productivity with
capacities from 2,200 to 5,500 lbs
and speeds up to 60 feet per minute.
From the UpPro P2514 GHS, the
highest capacity man-rated hoist in
the industry, to the UpPro P1009 GHS,
there is an UpPro model for every
elevator application.

SC1500-GHS
Traction Hoist
Spider’s SC1500-GHS is a ULlisted, man riding, high speed
traction hoist that significantly
increases your productivity and
safety on Guided High Speed
(GHS) applications with speeds
up to 70 fpm. With the best low
voltage performance in its class, continuous readouts
from the on-board voltage meter and easy operation with
remote pendant controls, this hoist delivers performance
and reliability you’ve come to expect from Spider’s
SC1500 series.
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SafeCar 800
False Car
Spider’s innovative false car
offers easy installation, high
travel speeds and jobsite
versatility to maximize
productivity during elevator
installation projects.
Customizable to fit in various
hoistways, with minimal parts
and modular construction
for reduced assembly and
installation time, and increased strength and durability
from rectangular aluminum tubes and Ultra High
Molecular Weight (UHMW) polyethylene wear pads,
this is the false car of choice.

ProCut Belt Cutter
Cut elevator belts cleanly
and efficiently in just five
seconds with Spider’s
ProCut Belt Cutter. Featuring
durable, robust metal
components with a hardened
blade and shear blocks, ProCut is easy to operate and
compatible with any standard 300 ft-lb impact driver.
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Curtain Wall Solutions
For seven decades, Spider has been providing reliable
access solutions, including swingstages and Beta Max
material hoists, to glazing contractors for their most
demanding curtain wall installation and maintenance
projects. We are excited to introduce our latest,
innovative lifting solutions designed specifically
for curtain wall applications:

Spider Glazier 2200
The Spider Glazier 2200 simultaneously delivers mobility,
swift speeds, high lifting capacity of up to 2,000 lbs and
precise curtain wall positioning to your jobsite along with
optimal safety and code compliance.

Spider Dual Monorail System
Precisely position curtain wall units horizontally
and vertically with Spider’s Dual Monorail System a complete solution providing continuous, horizontal
mobility for swingstages and material hoists around
a structure’s perimeter.

The innovation continues with new offerings
in Spider’s temporary and permanent access
product lines:

Spider Single Tieback Anchor
The Single Tieback Anchor provides
a safe, economical fall protection
anchorage for workers operating
permanently installed powered
suspended scaffolds. With a 5,000lb ultimate load rating, 12 in. or 20
in. height options, and bolt-down or
welded base plate options, the Spider
Single Tieback Anchor is a costeffective alternative to competitive
tieback solutions.

Spider Knockdown Mod
The Spider Knockdown Mod is a versatile, flexible and
cost-effective modular knockdown suspended platform
that provides a safe, secure and stable access solution for
a variety of construction, maintenance, restoration,
painting and inspection projects. Lightweight and easy to
transport, store and assemble, Spider Knockdown Mod
is easily interchangeable with other leading products and
accessories on the market.
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